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Advanced Manufacturing
Technology Show

TOTAL
ATTENDANCE:

EXHIBITING
COMPANIES:

3,082

SIZE
(SQ. FT.):

150

AMTS 2016 brought together over 3,000 attendees visiting
150 exhibitors showcasing their latest cutting-edge solutions,
technologies and products over an action-packed two-day
period. The aisles were buzzing with camaraderie and
connections, as exhibitors and attendees alike enjoyed a
burst of fresh energy with the show’s move to downtown
this year. While the venue may have changed, the thing
that seems to always stay the same is all the positive
feedback on the impressive expertise of the exhibitors and
the valuable, info-packed seminars and in-booth demos.
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AMTS welcomed both old friends and new… Over 1/3
of attendees polled shared it was their first time at
AMTS, whether as fresh faces representing companies
who return year after year, to new entries into our
ever-strengthening industry.

THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO MADE
AMTS 2016 A SUCCESS FOR ALL!
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Where Did Visitors
Come From?
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to manufacturers

41% of visiting
companies have 100
or more employees and
59% have less than
100 employees.
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KENTUCKY:
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70 of visitors have
some role in making
purchasing decisions,
from recommending
to making the
final decision.

*ALL OTHERS: 3.4%
Of Ohio visitors, 69% came from the West Central/
Dayton region, 21% from the Southwest/Cincinnati
region, and 10% from other regions.
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www.DaytonAMTS.com
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WHAT PEOPLE ARE

SAYING...

“At AMTS, we can see 30 to 50 of our customers in just two days—seeing presidents,
owners, purchasing agents, engineers—the ones who actually make the decisions.
We gain at least three new customers from this show alone, year after year, and
that’s priceless!”
EXHIBITOR Chris Small, American Testing Services

GET MORE TESTIMONIALS AT

www.DaytonAMTS.com

“We can look at all the brochures and
websites we want, but it’s actually seeing
that piece of equipment or technology
we’re going to buy, and asking real-time,
face-to-face questions, that generally
solidifies our purchase. We can bring an
entire team to AMTS, not only to look at
specific products that we’re thinking of
purchasing and want everyone’s opinion on,
but to see other products and processes
that we might be missing out on.”

“To stay in business, I feel you have
to acquire 30% new customers every
year. AMTS gets our equipment in front
of that potential 30% – in just two
days – as opposed to the same 30-50
customers that are already customers
that would show up at my own open
house at my own facility. I need to be
in front of NEW people to grow, and
AMTS helps me do just that.”

If you think you’ll catch the same
prospects at other trade shows
that you’ll see at AMTS, think
again! For example, over 82%
of AMTS 2016 attendees polled
did NOT attend IMTS 2016.

EXHIBITOR Colleen Knox, Knox Machinery

EXHIBITOR Pete Heins, Superior
Equipment Solutions

ATTENDEE Zach Millat, Millat Industries

DO YOU KNOW...

“As salespeople, we spend our whole
career going out and hunting down
people, and most of the time you don’t
even get through the door. These are
two days out of the year where companies
are coming to you, and actually WANT
to talk to YOU!”

“We’ve been blown away by the results
of this show. It brought us a whole new
set of clients that we haven’t been able
to reach before.”

“We’re manufacturing people …. We like to
touch. We like to feel. I always walk away from
this show seeing things I didn’t know existed
and that I want to look into further to help our
bottom line.”
ATTENDEE Jim Zahora, Noble Tool Corp

EXHIBITOR Bob Lord, SAS Automation

THE VALUE (AND SAVINGS!) OF TRADE SHOWS
From identifying a potential customer, to making that first face-to-face contact, to closing
the deal, sales — no matter what strategy you use to acquire them — take time and money.
But research* has found that trade shows can often be more economical than other
sales methods in the long run, while providing great value in reaching folks you may not
otherwise have access to.
It’s reported that, “The cost of a face-to-face meeting with a prospect at a trade show is
$142. The cost of a face-to-face meeting at a prospect’s office is $259.” The same research
also uncovered that:
• 90% of trade show attendees have not met face-to-face with any companies exhibiting
at the show in the 12 months prior to the event.

IF YOU’RE A SUPPLIER OF:
• Machine Tools, Presses, EDM
• Tooling, Accessories &
Industrial Supplies
• Robotics & Automation
• 3D Printing/Rapid Prototyping
• Raw Materials
• Laser Equipment
• Meterology Equipment
• Manufacturing Software
• Supply Chain Management
• RFID, BarCodes, Stereolithography
• Fluids, Coolants & Cleaners
• ANYTHING needed in the
manufacturing process

YOU NEED TO EXHIBIT!

Mark Your Calendar!

• 50% of attendees have not been to another show in the previous year.
• Over 50% of the trade show attendees are there for the first time. Since new players
in the industry emerge each year, a trade show is an ideal place to meet these people.
• 46% of executive decision makers made purchase decisions while attending a show.
As today’s hectic pace makes it increasingly difficult to get face-to-face time with existing
clients, let alone prospects, consider the additional savings of reaching more people during
two days at AMTS than you could with months of regular sales calls. What’s more, as most
manufacturers in this region come from a 3-hour driving radius looking for solutions for
their business HERE, if you’re looking to do business here, AMTS is YOUR show.
* SOURCE: Research as reported by http://www.sageworld.com/blog/index.php/2015/05/14/
suppliers-18-powerful-statistics-on-the-value-of-exhibiting-at-tradeshows/
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October 18-19, 2017
DAYTON CONVENTION CENTER
22 East 5th Street | Dayton, Ohio | 45402

Contact us TODAY to reserve
your booth for 2017.
937.949.4004 | sales@DaytonRMA.org

